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Abstract.

This paper deals with an iterative method to obtain approximations for mean

values in closed queueing networks with two-phase servers. The servers are

particular in a sense that the first phase, a preparatory one, can be done

while no customers are at the server.
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I. Introduc tion

The study of queueing networks using exact and computationally attractive

methods like the convolution algorithm (see: Reiser and Kobayashi [1975J)

and the mean-value algorithm (see: Reiser and Lavenberg [1980J and Reiser

[198IJ) is restricted to a very special class of networks. the networks

with a product-form solution. However. we have the feeling that the use of

iterative approximations gives a good tool to study networks not fitting

in the exact methods mentioned above. This paper deals with an example. an

iterative method to approximate stead.y-state quantities in a closed queueing

network with a special kind of two-phase servers.

The system to be considered is essentially a Gordon and Newell network. How

ever. some of the queues are special. Such a special queue is a single server

FCFS queue where the service falls apart in two independent negative exponen

tially distributed phases. The first phase is a preparatory one and can be

executed while no customers are present at the queue. the second phase can

be executed only if the customer is present. No more than one preparatory

phase can be done in advance. This feature arises in a natural way in several

examples. For us the impetus to study this type of model came from the analysis

of a container terminal for sea-bearing ships as performed by K.M. van Hee.

In this example the cranes are the two-phase servers.

Wi th the two-phase servers the network can still be analyzed as a continuous

time Markov-process on a finite state space. However. the solution no longer

has the product-form property and a direct mean-value approach is not possible.

An exact solution of the corresponding set of equilibrium equations is very

unattractive from a computational point of view.
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2. Notations and the mean-value scheme

all queues are two-phase servers of the kind described in the introduction.

+ w with w the mean service time
n2 ni

throughput of queue n, if K customers are in the system.

server then w = w
n nl

for the i-th phase.

at queue n, if K customers are in the system.

mean service time at queue n, if queue n is a two-phase

customers are in the system.

mean queue length (waiting plus service) at queue n, if K

mean residence time (waiting plus service) of a customerS (K)
n

A (K)
n

L (K)
n

w
n

( 4)

(2)

(3)

( I)

is one custcmer class of size K. The following notations are- introduced,

We consider a closed queueing network with N single server FCFS queues, where

The routing through the network is Markovian with routing matrix P and there

tive method mean residence times, throughputs and mean queue lengths in the net-

and Section 5 to a few concluding remarks.

form class. In Section 3 it is demonstrated how to approximate with an itera-

work with two-phase servers. Section 4 is devoted to some numerical experiments

of reasoning we will restrict ourselves to single chain networks with single

develop a method to approximate the original network with two-phase servers

server FCFS queues. An extension to more general networks is straight-forward.

two-phase server in the mean service times and, therefore, we will try to

by a Gordon and Newell network with adjusted mean service times. The method

In Section 2 we give the notations and the mean-value scheme to evaluate mean

values in a single chain network with single server FCFS queues of the product-

will be iterative and partly based on mean-value arguments. For simplicity

It seems possible, however, to incorporate the first order effects of the
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Secondly. the effective service time distribution is in general different

{7 = I .
n

and

n= 1.2•••.•N.

n = 1.2 •••••N

L (K - I)w + wn n n

{7 P
m mn

N

2
m=1

S (K)
n

{7
n

(6)

(5)

mean value scheme. This scheme is based on two principal arguments: Little's

customer less was in the system. For later use we develop the scheme below.

Using the arrival theorem one finds. still assuming that w = 0 for
nl

n = 1.2 •.•.•N. a relation for the mean residence time S (K) at queue n.
n

[1979]. Reiser and Lavenberg [1980] and Reiser [1981]) that mean residence

formula and an arrival theorem. which states that in such networks as described

in the preceding idle period.

above. a customer sees upon a jumpmoment the system in equilibrium as if one

times. throughputs and mean queue lengths can be evaluated using a recursive

time of a customer is not necessarily negative exponentially distributed.

for the first customer of a busy cycle and worse. is even unknown as it is

not clear on forehand how much work has been done on the preparatory phase

However. if we assume that w = O. for n = 1.2 •••••N. then every server is
nl

an ordinary exponential one. In that case it is well-known (confer Reiser

The problems in analyzing the system arise in two ways. Firstly. the service

Observe that ~ can be interpreted as the fraction of the total number of
n

visits a customer brings to queue n.

unique solution of

Furthermore. we define the auxiliary quanti ties {7 • n = 1.2•••••N. as the
n
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that relations (7) and (8) are based on Little's formula and therefore will

have to look for an approximation of this relation.

1,2, ••• ,N.n =

n= 1,2 •••• ,N.

to S (K)
m m

N

= tOn K / I
m=1

A (K)
n

L (K) = A (K) S (K)n n n
(8)

(7)

hold in the network with two-phase servers also. It is relation (6) which

This particular customer has an expected service time of w only. It is
n2

We note that a customer arriving at a two-phase server queue n can find the

is violated by the introduction of two-phase servers, and consequently. we

preparatory phase executed already if he is the first one in a busy period.

work with two-phase servers by a Gordon and Newell network with single-server

relations like (6) through (8) to evaluate these values. It should be noted

recursively using the relations (6) through (8).

In this section we will describe an iterative method to approximate the net-

FCFS oueues. We are interested in mean values only and will try to derive

Starting with L (0) = O. n = 1.2, .•••N. the mean values can be evaluated
n

Eventually applying Little's formula to a single queue n we have for the

A (K) at queue n.
n

mean queue length L (K) at queue n.
n

Using Little's formula over the complete system we find for the throughput

3. An iterative approximation for the network with two-phase servers
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executed upon arrival, if the customer is the first one of a busy cycle.

Note that the mean-value idea in general need not be true.

n = 1,2, ••. ,N,
~

I - A (K - I)w. n n

(1 - a)w + w
n nl n2

b 'n

w
n

(10)

(9)

where w = (I - a)w + wand where the throughput of queue n A (K - 1)
n n nI nZ n

is evaluated by scheme (6) through (8) with workload w •
n

b denotes the probability that an arriving customer is the first one of a
n

Observe that by introducing relation (6) with the adjusted average work-

Assume that we have a set an' n = 1,2, ••• ,N. Using the mean-value idea that

an arriving customer sees the system in equilibrium as if one customer less

customer finds phase one already executed. As only the first customer of a

busy cycle and where c denotes the probability that phase one has been
n

was in the system, we can approximate b by b ' given as
n n

loads; , implicitly an "arrival theorem"-like argument is introduced.
n

busy cycle can find phase one executed we can write a as a = be, wheren n n n

An interpretation of a is that it reflects the probability that an arriving
n

and then to approximate the original network by a Gordon and Newell net-

work with these adjusted loads. To find appropriate values for the an's,

n = 1,2, ••• ,N, is the item of the rest of this section.

appealing to introduce an adjusted average workload w at queue n as
n
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To determine II we observe that the fraction of time there are no customers

have the approximation

n = J ,2, ••• ,N •

A (K)b I
n n

1 - A (K);
n n

I' '"

-1
w
nl

c' = --:----
n w- J +11

nJ

GJ2)

(l J)

ones of a busy period and can be approximated by A (K)b I. For I I we thusn n

time is equal to the number of customers per unit time who are the first

at queue n is given by J - A (K); • The number of idle periods per unit
n n

queueing network.

Consequently, once we have. a set an' n = J ,2, ••• ,N, we can evaluate new

values a l = blc'. Thus we have obtained an iterative method to evaluate an n n .

sequence (a~V»:=o. The hope is that this sequence converges for every n,

n = 1,2, ••• ,N, to a value which gives a good approximation for the original

assume that the idle period length is negative exponentially distributed

with mean I', then c can be approximated by c' as
n n

In the idle period preparatory work is done and to determine c we conse
n

quently need information on the idle period length distribution. If we
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4. Numerical results

We present the iterative approximation in two illustrative situations. The

exact results were obtained solving for the set of equilibrium equations.

The first system (Picture I) is a cyclic system with a two-phase server

and two exponential servers in series. The second system (Picture 2) has

the two exponential servers in parallel.

I~I

Picture I. A cyclic system with a two-phase server.

a

I-a

Picture 2. A cyclic system with a two-phase server.
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The numerical results for the two systems are given in Tables I and 2. For

both systems are evaluated the fractions of time customers are present p,

the throughput A and the mean queue length L at the two-phase server.

Furthermore the cycle time C is evaluated.

The convergence of the method is very fast, for all cases in the order of 5

to 10 iteration steps to obtain three decimals precision in the throughput

approximation. Again, note that a converged approximation scheme does not imply

that the exact result is good approximated.

Table 2.

Table I.

1,c/'=.5System 2. K = 4, wII = w12

Sys tern 1. K = 4, W I I = wI 2 =

exact results approximations

w2 w
3 P A L C p A L C

2 2 .920 .477 2.50 8.39 .901 .473 2.45 8;46

8 8 .269 • 194 .36 20.57 .267 .194 .35 20.57

.25 .25 \,000 .500 3.87 8.00 1.000 .500 3.87 8.00

10 1 .364 .198 .45 20.22 .277 • 199 .38 20.12

20 I .140 .100 . 17 40.03 .120 .100 • 14 40.0 I

exact results approximations

w2 w
3 P A L C p A L C

2 2 .594 .357 l.07 11.38 .548 .351 1.07 11.38

8 2 .155 .124 • 18 32.19 • 155 • 124 .18 32.19

2 8 . 155 .124 • 18 32.19 • 155 .124 .18 32.19

.25 .25 .999 .500 3.74 8.00 .999 .500 3.72 8.00
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We observe that the approximations are very good but for the extreme cases

in the system with parallel exponential servers. This is caused by the great

influence of the feedback in the system, i.e. a customer too much influences

his own future. Consequently, we are convinced that especially in larger

systems with more customers the approximations will be even better than in

the comparatively small systems discussed above.

5. Conclusions

We have described an iterative method to obtain approximations for mean values,

in a queueing network with a special kind of two-phase servers. To show the

development of such a method was our main purpose. It is our conviction that

the iterative aspect in approximations is crucial in order to describe the

influence of feedback phenomena. One-step approximations too much neglect
,

these phenomena. Furthermore, we have shown that the method gives good results

in two illustrative examples.
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